
 

PONY PARTIES 

PARTY PACKAGES 2015 
 PLATINUM PARTY   

Includes… 

 Up to 6 Riders  

 3 Hours  

 Horseback riding for each 

child 

 Ribbons, Bows, Glitter, etc. 

to “bling up each horse”  

(War paint for cowboy 

parties) 

 Personal Rodeo 

Performance 

 Event Photography with 

take home frame 

 Red Carpet photo shoot (on 

and off the horses) 

 Western themed Costumes 

OR Rodeo Queen 

Pageant attire 

 Cupcake Celebration or 

snow cone truck 

 

 

UPGRADE PARTY   

Includes… 

 Up to 5 Riders  

 2 Hours  

 Horseback riding for each child 

 Ribbons, Bows, Glitter, etc. to 

“bling up each horse”  

(War paint for cowboy 

parties) 

 Event Photography with take 

home frame 

 Western themed Costumes 

OR Rodeo Queen Pageant 

attire 

 Cupcake Celebration or snow 

cone truck  

 

 

SIGNATURE PARTY  

Includes… 

 Up to 4 Riders  

 2 Hours   

 Horseback riding for 

each child 

 Ribbons, Bows, Glitter, 

etc. to “bling up each 

horse” 

(War paint for 

cowboy parties) 

 Cupcake Celebration or 

snow cone truck 
 

 

LIFE IN STRIDE RIDING ACADEMY 

Contact Paige at 979-219-5890 or birthday@lifeinstride.org for more information 

 

 

NOTE: Each additional child at the party (other than designated per package) 

will need to pay $35.00 dollars AND there will be an addition $75 dollar charge 

if you would prefer the snow cone truck 

 

mailto:birthday@lifeinstride.org
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LIFE IN STRIDE RIDING ACADEMY  

Contact Paige at 979-219-5890 or birthday@lifeinstride.org 

 

 

Signature Package - 
$250 

With our “signature” package, your birthday girl or boy will get exclusive riding time on 

two different horses, and be able to share the fun for two hours with four other friends! 

This one of a kind experience will also include horse decorating, a birthday celebration 

with cupcakes and drinks provided (table and decorations provided as well -- see 

picture above-- additional options include a snow cone truck for an hour). 
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LIFE IN STRIDE RIDING ACADEMY 

Contact Paige at 979-219-5890 or birthday@lifeinstride.org 

 

 

Upgrade Package - $350 
Attention rodeo cowgirls and cowboys! This birthday party is the party for you! Along with 

riding with your 5 best friends, you will be duded up in the finest costumes and outfits that a 

rodeo queen, cowgirl and/cowboy would wear! And to make sure the moment is captured, 

there will be an event photographer there to freeze frame your favorite memories of the 

day. After riding is finished, you will have the opportunity to decorate a commemorative 

horseshoe frame to hold your favorite picture and remember this day forever! (All signature 

package items will be included as well). 
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PONY PARTIES 

 

Platinum Package - $450 
With our premiere “platinum” package, your birthday girl or boy will get a one of a kind 

experience with six of his/her best friends! Your party will consist of three hours packed with 

all the amenities of the previous packages, AND a real life performance by the Life In Stride 

rodeo team! Watch them turn and burn around the barrels, and get their hands dirty with 

some goat ribbon pulling! After the live rodeo, ride your horses out with these cowgirls and 

gear up for the red carpet photo shoot!  

 

 

LIFE IN STRIDE RIDING ACADEMY  

Contact Paige at 979-219-5890 or birthday@lifeinstride.org 
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